INTRODUCTION

Fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) has become a fundamental technique in biology, medical science, plant science, and agriculture (1–4). It allows detecting and sorting different types of biogenic fluorescent particles including cells at high throughput based on multiple physical and chemical properties, such as size, morphology, and fluorescence. Today, there are basically two different types of FACS devices that use different sorting procedures. One is a widely used device (hereafter called conventional particle sorter), which ejects particles from a microstream as aerosols and sorts them by electrostatic force. The other type (hereafter called on-chip particle sorter) is a rapidly developing device that does not rely on aerosol generation but sorts particles in a microfluidic chip. Identified as a promising alternative to conventional ones, on-chip particle sorters have seen substantial methodological developments (5–12). However, most of both conventional and on-chip particle sorters are optimized for sorting particles within the size range from 300 nm to 100 μm and do not support high-throughput sorting of large particles (>100 μm), a function that meets growing demand for various applications in different fields, such as cell-containing droplets in metabolomics and genomics (13, 14), microalga in bioresource engineering (4), and cell spheroids in regenerative medicine and drug screening (15–16). An exception are conventional particle sorters by Union Biometrica, such as the COPAS FP Platforms, especially designed for sorting large particles of 10 to 1500 μm (recommended) (17). However, their throughput of 5 to 50 particles/s is low compared to high-performance sorting systems, which reach throughputs of up to 70,000 particles/s at a nozzle size of 70 μm.

FACS has also been identified as a groundbreaking new method in paleoecology and paleoclimatology. Potential applications comprise preanalytical concentration and purification of microfossils (e.g., pollen, diatoms, and algae) from sediment sequences that are valuable for the reconstruction of past environmental and climate changes and human-environment interactions. Different studies have successfully tested or positively evaluated the potential of conventional particle sorters for purifying diatoms (18) and pollen (19) for stable isotope analysis and microalgae (20) and pollen (21) for ancient DNA analysis. However, the size of these microfossils varies substantially and often exceeds the particle size limit (100 μm) of available high-speed sorting devices. Thus, paleoecology and paleoclimatology are further research fields for which techniques capable for sorting large particles are highly demanded to allow purification of specific (large-size) fossil taxa and/or to maximize the number of fossils that can be sorted per sample.

The so far main application of fossil pollen concentrates is related to geochronological issues. Highly purified pollen concentrates have shown to be a powerful tool for building robust chronologies for paleoclimate and paleoenvironmental records from aquatic/semiaquatic sediment sequences (22) and improving calibration curves for radiocarbon (14C) dating (23), which is important to identify spatiotemporal patterns of past climate change and global atmospheric teleconnections, to test the performance of climate models and to understand past human-environment interactions. Building reliable independent age-depth models for these sediment sequences is a crucial part of paleoecological studies, for which 14C dating is commonly applied for sediments back to ca. 50,000 years ago (24). However, 14C dating is often hampered by reservoir effects or contamination with younger organic material when dating sediment
bulk organic fractions, resulting in anomalously old or young ages (25). One way to overcome this problem is to date short-lived terrestrial plant macroremains (e.g., seeds, leaves, and twigs), which generally provide reliable ages. However, these macroremains are sparse in or often even absent from a great number of sedimentary archives (24). Although the ability of fossil pollen to provide reliable 14C ages has long been recognized, conventional preparation methods, which mostly involve numerous steps of chemical sample treatment by different acids and bases in combination with sieving and density separation [e.g., 26–28], are tedious, time-consuming (22), and often do not yield concentrates of high purity (29). Although previous studies have shown that conventional particle sorters are capable to improve purity levels of fossil pollen concentrates for previous studies have shown that conventional particle sorters are capable to improve purity levels of fossil pollen concentrates for yielding reliable 14C ages (30, 31), these sorters have a limited applicable target particle size of 300 nm to 100 µm (30) or sort large particles (>100 µm) at low-throughput rates of maximum 20 particles/s (31). This implies application constrains for deposits dominated by large-size (ca. 80 to 150 µm) pollen taxa (e.g., pine, fir, and spruce) that are common in many sedimentary archives. Therefore, high-speed sorting methods capable for processing samples that include large particles are crucial to allow efficient purification of fossil pollen assemblages archived in a broad range of sediment samples.

Here, we present an innovative on-chip particle sorting method that is capable to process large particles using spatiotemporal traveling vortices generated by an on-demand small-volume microjet flow, which locally exceeds laminar conditions. First, we analytically and experimentally tested the performance of the traveling vortex generation. Second, we evaluated the response time and sortable length of the vortex-based flow control to ensure high-throughput large-particle sorting. Third, we verified high-throughput large-particle sorting using 160-µm fluorescent microbeads. Fourth, we ran tests on pretreated ancient lake deposits to assess the method’s ability to sort fossil pollen. In a last step, we examined whether pollen concentrates obtained by the current method provide accurate ages obtained through accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS) 14C dating by comparing them to existing chronologies.

RESULTS

Scheme, functionality, simulation, and evaluation of the sorter

The main intrinsic obstacle for high-throughput on-chip sorting of large particles is the laminar flow environment in the microfluidic chip. Conventional on-chip particle sorting methods successfully use these laminar flow conditions to sort relatively small particles, which require only small sorting flow volumes (e.g., 0.52 pl of sorting flow volume for 10-µm particles). To sort large particles, the sorting flow volume must be substantially increased because of the cubical relationship between particle volume and diameter (e.g., the particle volume increases 1000-fold, if the particle diameter increases 10-fold). For example, a sorting volume of >520 pl is needed to ensure displacement of particles of >100 µm. However, these large sorting volumes substantially slow down the response of the sorting flow control (Fig. 1A). Solving this shortcoming requires a flow control method that can generate sufficiently large sorting volumes (>520 pl) with high speed (kilohertz range).

Therefore, we have developed a new on-chip sorting concept (Fig. 1, B and C), which uses spatiotemporally generated traveling vortices. The on-chip sorter integrates on-chip dual membrane pumps driven by two external piezoelectric actuators for generating on-demand microjet flows and a three-dimensional (3D) hydrodynamic cell focuser for focusing particles into the center of a microchannel within a high-rigidity microfluidic chip consisting of three layers: glass (base layer), silicon (microchannel layer), and glass (cover layer) (32, 33). A key challenge for high-speed on-chip sorting of large particles is to generate a large sorting volume with high speed. Unlike a previously developed, similar sorter (32), which also uses dual membrane pumps but uses laminar flow conditions (Fig. 1A), we propose an on-chip sorting method that uses spatiotemporally generated traveling vortices, which locally exceed laminar conditions (Fig. 1C). These vortices can be generated even in microstream using a combination of on-demand microjet flow and simple microchannels. By applying high voltage with short rising time to the piezoelectric actuators, the jet flow is generated with on-demand timing. The volume of the generated vortex nonlinearly develops by involving surrounding water within around 100 µs. Because the vortex develops over space and time, we call it “traveling vortex.” A traveling vortex can be used as a spatiotemporal pressure wall to switch the flow path of the target large particle. Because only a small volume needs to be applied for the trigger jet flow to support the development of a traveling vortex, this method allows for processing large sorting volumes with high speed.

The working principles of the on-chip sorting system (see figs. S1 and S2 and Materials and Methods for details) can be described as follows. Before sorting, the particle suspension is introduced through the sample inlet by a pressure pump. Then, the particles are focused into the center of the main microchannel by horizontal and vertical sheath flows from a hydrodynamic 3D cell focuser (see fig. S3 and Materials and Methods for details). The focused particles flow to the sorting area while keeping their position and velocity controlled by the laminar condition of the main flow. Nontarget particles are directed into a waste channel (Fig. 1C-1). When a target particle is detected, a signal is sent to the piezoelectric actuators that trigger the on-chip membrane pumps, which generate a microjet flow by pushing and pulling the membrane pumps (see fig. S1 and Materials and Methods for details). This jet flow generates a traveling vortex immediately behind the wall of the main microchannel. The traveling vortex functions as a pressure wall in the main microchannel and pushes a target particle either into the upper or lower interest microchannel (Fig. 1C-2). The target particles are continuously sorted by repeated push/pull actuation of the on-chip membrane pumps (Fig. 1, C-2 and C-3).

We analyzed the effect of the jet flow velocity to particle displacement using COMSOL Multiphysics (COMSOL Multiphysics v5.3a, COMSOL AB, Stockholm, Sweden). Figure 2A shows the analytical results of the relationship between input velocities of the jet flow and obtained displacement of the target particles with fixed volume of the jet flow. For these tests, initial concentration of liquid in the main channel and sorting channels was set to 0 and 1 M, respectively, to visualize the jet flow. The input velocities of the jet flow were set between 0.05 and 5 m/s, while the main velocity was set to 0 m/s. The volume of the jet flow was set to 10 nl. While a low-speed jet flow of 0.1 m/s (Fig. 2A-1) only dispenses the trigger volume, a microjet flow of 1 m/s generates a traveling vortex (Fig. 2A-2), which indicates that the volume of the developed jet flow is much larger at high than at low speed. We observed that the displacement increases with an increase in input velocity without changing the volume of the trigger jet flow (Fig. 2A-3). This indicates that the
traveling vortices generated by microjet flows allow for large-scale displacement at high speed, which is a key requirement for high-throughput on-chip sorting of large particles. Figure 2B shows a flow simulation of the proposed on-chip sorting method using a spatiotemporally generated traveling vortex (see also movie S1). The center velocity of the main flow and jet flow was set to 1 and 10 m/s, respectively. A jet flow with a rising time of 100 µs was applied in this analysis. Simulating the sorting of 10-µm particles lined up at the center of the main channel shows that the traveling vortex was successfully generated within 100 µs by the microjet flow, which permitted large scale shifting the main flow path of the 10-µm particles by >150 µm (Fig. 2B). The velocity dependence of the vortex-based flow control was examined by changing the center velocity of the main flow and the jet flow (Fig. 2C). The center velocities of the main flow and the jet flow were set from 0.1 to 1.0 m/s with 0.1 m/s increments and from 1 to 10 m/s with 1 m/s increments, respectively. In this analysis, the volume of the jet flow was fixed to 10 nl for each condition. The path of the main flow was visualized by simulating 10-µm particles, and the jet flow was visualized by applying a 1 M solution in the sorting channels. The results (Fig. 2C-4) demonstrate that the ratio between the velocities of the main flow and jet flow was appropriate to generate a traveling vortex, which requires an approximately 10 times faster jet flow velocity than that of the main flow. This confirms that the microjet flow is capable to generate a traveling vortex appropriate for large particle sorting. However, when sorting samples contain particles no larger than 100 µm, the sorting flow velocity can be of similar magnitude to the main flow velocity (Fig. 2C-2), which requires a smaller membrane diameter and/or smaller piezoelectric actuators as was used in a previously developed sorter (32).

Furthermore, we experimentally verified the effect of the jet flow velocity on the vortex generation. We changed the input voltage $V_{\text{in}}$ and its rising and falling times $t_{\text{rise}}$ of the piezoelectric actuators (Fig. 3A). Higher-input voltage leads to larger displacement of the piezoelectric actuator, and shorter rising time leads to faster actuation of the piezoelectric actuator. Therefore, higher input voltage and shorter rising time generate faster jet flows. To compare vortex generation at slow and fast jet flows, we chose two different rising times (500 and 100 µs) at an input voltage of 100 V (Fig. 3, B and C, and movie S2). In this experiment, ultrapure water (UPW) and an alcoholic solution (Eta Cohol 7, Sankyo Chemical Co. Ltd., Japan) for visualizing the jet flow were introduced to the main flow and the jet flow, respectively. This experimental analysis shows that the fast jet flow successfully generated a vortex in the microchannel within 100 µs, while the slow jet flow did not (Fig. 3, B and C).

In a next step, we evaluated the relationship between response time and sortable length of the proposed vortex-based flow control. To visualize the flow profile of the 3D focused sample flow, we used 200-nm nonfluorescent microbeads (5020A, Thermo Fisher Scientific Co. Ltd., USA). We evaluated the response time by measuring
the displacement of the flow profile as a function of time, where \( t = 0 \) means the trigger time. We tested different rising times (10, 50, and 100 \( \mu \)s) at a fixed input voltage of 100 V. The response time is defined as the period between the triggered time and the point of maximum displacement. The results (Fig. 3D) show that the response time decreases with a decrease in rising time. For continuous sorting, the shifted flow profile needs to return to its initial position. This return time was assumed to be equal to the response time. Following this assumption means that when \( t_{\text{rise}} = 10 \) \( \mu \)s, the response time is 100 \( \mu \)s, and the equivalent throughput of continuous sorting is 5 kHz. We also evaluated the relation between sortable length, input voltages, and rising times. For this analysis, we set the rising time from 10 to 100 \( \mu \)s with 10-\( \mu \)s increments and the input voltage to 100, 120, and 140 V. Sortable length is defined as the length of the flow profile, whose displacement is larger than the required displacement for sorting (Fig. 3E) and which indicates the maximum particle length that can be sorted. For our channel design, the required displacement was approximately 100 \( \mu \)m, which corresponds to the distance between the center of the main channel and the wall of the waste channel. The results (Fig. 3E) revealed that the sortable length increases when the input voltage is increased and the rising time is decreased. The maximum and minimum sortable lengths were 145 and 520 \( \mu \)m at an input voltage of 140 and 100 V and a rising time of 10 and 20 \( \mu \)s, respectively. Therefore, the sortable length can be set between 145 and 520 \( \mu \)m by adjusting input voltage and rising time. The 520-\( \mu \)m sortable length corresponds to a maximum sortable particle volume of approximately 7.0 nl by assuming that the shape of the particles to be sorted is ellipsoid having a long axis of 520 \( \mu \)m (i.e., maximum sortable length) and a short axis of 170 \( \mu \)m, which was derived from the pollen sorting.
experiments (see the “Sorting of fossil pollen” section). These findings suggest that the proposed on-chip flow control method based on traveling vortices has the potential to control a large sortable length of up to 520 μm (7 nl in volume) with high-speed actuation corresponding to 5 kHz. This represents the main technical advance to the previously development sorter (32), which is designed for smaller particles (up to 100 μm in length) using a 200-μm-width main channel, a 50-μm-width sorting channel, and a 2-mm-diameter membrane with 9.1-μm-displacement piezoelectric actuators.

Sorting performance test using microbeads
To assess the performance of the proposed sorting method, we conducted high-speed on-chip sorting using 160-μm fluorescent microbeads as large standardized particles (Fig. 3F and movie S3). The averaged throughput $T_{ave}$ can be estimated on the basis of the center velocity of the main flow $v_{cent}$ or the flow rate of the sample flow $Q$ as

$$T_{ave} = \frac{v_{cent}}{d_{ave}} \quad (1)$$

$$T_{ave} = cQ \quad (2)$$

where $d_{ave}$ and $c$ are averaged distance between two adjacent particles and concentration of the sample, respectively. From Eqs. 1 and 2, the distance between two adjacent particles can be estimated as
In this experiment, the center velocity of the main flow and the concentration of both microbead fractions were approximately 1 m/s and $2.1 \times 10^5$ particles/ml, respectively. The rates of the sample flow, the horizontal sheath flow, and the vertical sheath flow were set to approximately 200, 500, and 1000 µl/min, respectively. Hence, the averaged throughput and the distance between two adjacent particles are estimated at 0.7 kHz (kiloparticles per second) and 1.4 mm, respectively. Therefore, the sample flow rate of 200 µl/min corresponds to a 50-min operation time to finish sorting of a 10-ml sample.

The sorting flow was visualized by introducing EtOH 7. This test shows that sorting of a 160-µm fluorescent microbead proceeded as follows. The main flow was visualized by introducing sorbitol solution, which also helps to reduce the sedimentation velocity of the microbeads. The 160-µm microbead flows straight toward the detection point (Fig. 3F-1) and is detected (Fig. 3F-2), and a traveling vortex is generated (Fig. 3F-3) that shifts the detected microbead (Fig. 3, F-3 and F-4) and forces it into the lower (Fig. 3, F-5 and F-6) or upper interest channel. By contrast, nonfluorescent microbeads flow into the waste channel without being affected by the traveling vortices (see example in Fig. 3, F1 to F6). The performance of the on-chip sorting was evaluated by three indices including success rate ($S_r$), purity ($P_m$), and maximum throughput ($T_{max}$), which are defined as follows.

$$S_r(\%) = \frac{\text{Num. of sorted target particles}}{\text{Num. of detected target particles}} \times 100$$  

$$P_m(\%) = \frac{\text{Num. of sorted target particles}}{\text{Num. of all sorted particles}} \times 100$$  

$$T_{max}(\text{Hz}) = \frac{\text{Center velocity of main flow (m/s)}}{\text{Min. distance of two sorted particles (m)}}$$

The number of target particles, nontarget particles, sorted target particles, and sorted nontarget particles was counted from the recorded video files. We counted 1002 particles in total (507 160-µm fluorescent microbeads and 495 100-µm nonfluorescent microbeads). Derived values for $S_r$ and $P_m$ are 96.8 and 99.2%, respectively. The minimum distance of two consecutively sorted fossil pollen was 345 µm at a flow velocity of 1 m/s (movie S4). Consequently, $T_{max}$ is approximately 2.9 kHz. These results show that the proposed sorting method allows for high-speed on-chip sorting of large fluorescent particles.

**Sorting of fossil pollen**

To test the applicability of the newly developed large particle on-chip sorting method for the concentration and purification of fossil pollen, we used two samples of glacial lake sediments, one (SG1) from a sediment core from Lake Suigetsu and one (BW1) from a core from Lake Biwa (see movie S5). Before sorting, sediment samples were physically and chemically pretreated (see Fig. 4A, table S1, and Materials and Methods) to remove as many nonpollen particles as possible while keeping work effort and expenses at a minimum. Flow condition settings were the same as in the prior sorting experiments, and UPW was used for both the main and sorting flow to avoid carbon contamination. The concentration of the pretreated sample suspension was adjusted to approximately $6.5 \times 10^5$ particles/ml.

Hence, the averaged throughput and the distance between two adjacent particles are estimated at 2.2 kHz (kiloparticles per second) and 0.46 mm, respectively (see Eqs. 1 to 3 for details).

Representative snapshots of the sorting process are illustrated in Fig. 4B. In this example, the fossil pollen flowed straight toward the detection point (Fig. 4B-1). After the fossil pollen was detected (Fig. 4B-2), its flow direction was shifted by a traveling vortex (Fig. 4, B-3 and B-4), resulting in successful sorting into the upper interest channel (Fig. 4, B-5 and B-6). The nontarget particles in front of and behind the fossil pollen flowed into the middle (i.e., waste) channel. In this study, nontarget particles describe those without fluorescence, very weak fluorescence, or fluorescence that differs from the fluorescence properties of pollen grains. The non-target particles in our test samples comprise minerogenic components, microcharcoal, and organic debris. As performed in the prior sorting experiments, $S_r$ was determined by analyzing the recorded video files. As a result, $S_r$ is 94.5 and 96.8% for SG1 and BW1, respectively.

The sorting process was visualized by introducing EtOH 7. This test shows that sorting of a 160-µm fluorescent microbead proceeded as follows. The main flow was visualized by introducing sorbitol solution, which also helps to reduce the sedimentation velocity of the microbeads. The 160-µm microbead flows straight toward the detection point (Fig. 3F-1) and is detected (Fig. 3F-2), and a traveling vortex is generated (Fig. 3F-3) that shifts the detected microbead (Fig. 3, F-3 and F-4) and forces it into the lower (Fig. 3, F-5 and F-6) or upper interest channel. By contrast, nonfluorescent microbeads flow into the waste channel without being affected by the traveling vortices (see example in Fig. 3, F1 to F6). The performance of the on-chip sorting was evaluated by three indices including success rate ($S_r$), purity ($P_m$), and maximum throughput ($T_{max}$), which are defined as follows.

$$S_r(\%) = \frac{\text{Num. of sorted target particles}}{\text{Num. of detected target particles}} \times 100$$  

$$P_m(\%) = \frac{\text{Num. of sorted target particles}}{\text{Num. of all sorted particles}} \times 100$$  

$$T_{max}(\text{Hz}) = \frac{\text{Center velocity of main flow (m/s)}}{\text{Min. distance of two sorted particles (m)}}$$

The number of target particles, nontarget particles, sorted target particles, and sorted nontarget particles was counted from the recorded video files. We counted 1002 particles in total (507 160-µm fluorescent microbeads and 495 100-µm nonfluorescent microbeads). Derived values for $S_r$ and $P_m$ are 96.8 and 99.2%, respectively. The minimum distance of two consecutively sorted fossil pollen was 345 µm at a flow velocity of 1 m/s (movie S4). Consequently, $T_{max}$ is approximately 2.9 kHz. These results show that the proposed sorting method allows for high-speed on-chip sorting of large fluorescent particles.

### 14C dating of sorting-derived fossil pollen concentrates

To evaluate the accuracy of $^{14}$C dates derived from pollen concentrates purified by the developed on-chip sorting method, we selected two samples (BW2 and BW3) from the same Lake Biwa sediment core and two samples (MO1 and MO2) from a core from Lake Mondsee in Austria. All samples were pretreated and sorted using the same methods and settings as in the purity testing step (Fig. 4A and table S1). For assessing the pollen-derived dating results from Lake Biwa, we obtained $^{14}$C dates of macroremains and the organic bulk fractions, which were extracted from the same depth intervals as the pollen concentrates (see Materials and Methods for details). The dating results of the pollen concentrates from Lake Mondsee were compared with the published core chronology (34) (see Materials and Methods for details). The volume of the pretreated sediment samples was 0.25, 0.23, 0.25, and 0.24 ml for BW2, BW3, MO1, and MO2, respectively. The volume of the sorted pollen concentrates further decreased to approximately 40 to 50 µl for BW2 and BW3 and 20 to 30 µl for MO1 and MO2. This translated into low carbon contents of respectively 0.3, 0.47, 0.25, and 0.2 mg for the four pollen concentrates. The 95% probability range of the calibrated age...
derived for the pollen concentrate BW2 [15,320 to 14,658 cal years B.P. (calendar years before present, where “present” is conventionally taken as 1950)] are within that of the macroremain, accounting for 14,859 to 14,222 cal years B.P. (Fig. 5A and table S2). For BW3, this probability range (16,029 to 15,594 cal years B.P.) shows an offset of 28 years compared to that of the reference macroremain (15,566 to 15,218 cal years B.P.), suggesting a slightly older age of the pollen concentrate. By contrast, the calibrated ages of both bulk organic fractions are substantially older, by 3140 (BW2) and 2740 (BW3) years (95% probability ranges), than those of the macroremains. The calibrated ages of the pollen concentrates and the Lake Mondsee chronology are also statistically indistinguishable (Fig. 5B and table S2). The 95% probability ranges of both pollen concentrate ages MO1 (11,208 to 10,773 cal years B.P.) and MO2 (13,500 to 13,180 cal years B.P.) overlap with the uncertainty ranges of the varve-based (11,377 to 11,097 varve years B.P.) and the wiggle matching–based (13,423 varve years B.P.) chronologies.

**DISCUSSION**

**Purification of fossil pollen for 14C dating**

The most powerful feature of the presented sorting method is its capability to sort most pollen taxa, i.e., from the smallest types to large types of up to 170 µm at high throughput, which allows efficient concentration of fossil pollen from virtually all sedimentary deposits for 14C dating or other analytical applications. This is a breakthrough achievement compared to conventional particle sorters that can sort particles up to a size of only 100 µm (sortable particle volume of 0.52 nl) at a throughput of 10,000 Hz (30) or conventional large-particle sorters, such as those by Union Biometrica, which sort particles in the size range of 20 to 400 µm (sortable particle volume of 4.0 pl to 34 nl) at low-throughput rates of maximum 20 particles/s (17, 31). Compared to these two kinds of conventional sorters previously used for pollen purification, the sorting performance [defined as “sortable particle volume” × “throughput” (14)] of the new device (sortable particle volume of up to 7.0 nl; throughput of 5000 Hz) is
Fig. 5. AMS $^{14}$C dating results of pollen concentrates compared to dating results from other materials and established chronologies. (A) Calibrated ages of four AMS $^{14}$C-dated pollen concentrates from sediment sequences from Lake Biwa and Lake Mondsee. For Lake Biwa (samples BW2 and BW3), pollen-derived ages are compared to calibrated ages of terrestrial plant leaf remains and sediment bulk organic fractions originating from the same depth. For Lake Mondsee, sample MO1 is compared to the varve counting–based age (blue bar) and its uncertainty range (gray bar), while sample MO2 is compared to the wiggle matching–based age range (red bar). Calibrated $^{14}$C ages are represented by complete (silhouettes), 68% (upper brackets), and 95% (lower brackets) probability ranges. (B) Calibrated $^{14}$C ages of pollen concentrates MO1 and MO2 and the bulk sample–based humic acid and alkali residue fractions for sample MO3 in comparison with the chronology of the Lake Mondsee composite sediment section between 1200 and 1000 cm in depth (34). Down to 1129 cm in depth, the chronology is based on varve counting, and below 1129 cm, it is based on wiggle matching to the NGRIP $\delta^{18}$O record (see table S2 and Materials and Methods for details).

about 7.5 and 59 times higher, respectively. In addition, our sorter requires only basic pretreatment of sediment samples (table S1), which is considerably simplified compared to previously suggested protocols (30). We have demonstrated that the developed high-speed on-chip sorting is capable to concentrate fossil pollen from relatively small lake sediment samples with high-purity levels of around 85% (Fig. 4 and table S2). However, the current sorter is not capable to overcome dating problems caused by reworked pollen (22), as it cannot distinguish them from nonreworked ones. Thus, influence by reworked pollen should be considered when planning paleoenvironmental studies based on sedimentary archives and pollen-based dating.

Our results show that highly pure pollen concentrates produced by the new on-chip sorter yield accurate $^{14}$C dates, thus presenting a valuable approach to overcoming dating problems (e.g., carbon reservoir effects, contamination of small-size terrestrial organic macroremains with younger carbon during sampling, and absence of terrestrial organic macroremains) that occur in many sedimentary archives (22, 24). Radiocarbon dating of the four purified fossil pollen concentrates revealed that ages of three of them are statistically in agreement with the existing chronologies or reference ages. Considering the 95% probability ranges of the calibrated ages, the upper boundary of pollen concentrate BW3 predates the lower boundary of the reference age by 28 years. However, taking into account the rather broad uncertainty ranges of these glacial samples, this offset is minor. Moreover, the calibrated ages of the two pollen concentrates BW2 and BW3 from Lake Biwa are much closer to the ages obtained from macrofossil dating than to those derived from bulk organic fractions (Fig. 5A and table S2), which are around 3000 years older due to reservoir effects. Hence, the pollen concentrates provide a valuable tool to overcome problems of organic bulk sample dating. A reservoir effect also exists in Lake Mondsee expressed by the probability ranges of the calibrated ages of the bulk dates based on humic acid fraction and alkali residue from sample MO3 (Fig. 5B and table S2) (34). Both ages are several thousand years older than the robust Holocene varve chronology (34). By contrast, the age of the date based on pollen concentrate MO1 from even older sediment is consistent with the respective age of the varve chronology. The same applies to the calibrated $^{14}$C age of pollen concentrate MO2, whose 95% probability range also overlaps with the chronology of the lower core section (below 1130 cm), which is based on wiggle matching of the Mondsee ostracod $\delta^{18}$O record (34) with the North Greenland Ice Core Project (NGRIP) ice core $\delta^{18}$O record from Greenland (35). To summarize, our results show that the newly developed on-chip sorting method is capable to produce highly pure pollen concentrates from pre- and Early Holocene lacustrine sediments that provide reliable $^{14}$C dates and thus may greatly promote building robust chronologies for sediment sequences that span the entire range of the $^{14}$C dating method.

Achievements and future directions of on-chip large-particle sorting

The key innovation of the developed high-speed on-chip sorting method for large particles is the spatiotemporal traveling vortices generated by on-demand microjet flows, which locally exceed laminar conditions. Successful performance of the traveling vortex generation was analytically and experimentally confirmed. The method allows high-throughput sorting actuation of up to 5 kHz using a record-wide sorting area ranging from 145 to 520 $\mu$m, which facilitates high-speed on-chip sorting of 160-$\mu$m fluorescent microbeads with a success rate of 96.8%, a purity of 99.2%, and an experimental throughput of 2.9 kHz. Therefore, the presented sorting method has the potential to satisfy urgent needs for fluorescence-based large-particle sorting in various research fields, such as metabolomics, genomics, bioresource engineering, regenerative medicine, drug screening, and palaeoecology, paleoclimatology, and geochronology.
In terms of particle introduction and detection, the presented large-particle sorter offers the potential for future functional extension. Optimized large-particle introduction is important not only to minimize or avoid target particle loss but also to maximize throughput rates. This requires applying a sample flow rate (i.e., velocity), which is high enough to prevent sedimentation of large particles, which may be achieved by increasing (maximizing) sample flow rates and decreasing (minimizing) the diameter of tubes and microchannels. This increase in flow rate also leads to higher throughput.

A key to increase the sample flow rate is the focusing method. Although hydrodynamic focusing, which is used in the presented sorting method, has the advantages to be easily integrated into microfluidic chips and to be adaptive to various target particle sizes, the sheath flows account for most of the total flow rate, which restricts an increase in the sample flow rate. On the other hand, inertial focusing is able to focus large particles at high sample flow rates, although focusing performance of this approach depends on particle diameter. Regarding target particle detection, the detection parameter is an important factor that determines the quality of the sorting (i.e., purity of the sorted sample). For example, advanced detection techniques, such as high-speed fluorescence imaging (36, 37), which allows distinguishing the morphology of particles, and high-speed Raman imaging and detection (38–40), which allows identifying particles based on their chemical composition and/or mechanical index, can be implemented as technical extensions to the current system solely based on fluorescence detection. This technical enhancement promises to increase the pollen purity obtained by the current sorting technique by distinguishing also those organic nonpollen particles potentially problematic in 14C dating (e.g., aquatic plant/animal, protist, and fungal remains), which have the same or similar fluorescence properties compared to pollen. In addition, it could also help to overcome dating problems caused by reworked pollen and may allow distinguishing them from nonreworked pollen. Because our microfluidic chip uses glass as top and bottom layers, our sorter is compatible with these techniques, which also makes it possible to obtain highly pure concentrates of specific pollen taxa required for stable isotope (19) and ancient DNA (21) analyses or to target specific pollen size classes or types for exploring further new applications in different research fields.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Microfluidic chip design**

The maximum volume, frequency, and velocity of the membrane pump are important for high-speed on-chip sorting of large particles. The theoretical volume \( C \) and frequency \( f \) are expressed as

\[
C = \frac{\pi r_0^2 \delta}{4}
\]

\[
f = \frac{10.21}{2\pi r_0^2} \sqrt{\frac{Eh^2}{12\rho(1 - \mu^2)}}
\]

where \( r_0 \), \( h \), \( E \), \( \rho \), and \( \mu \) are radius, thickness of the membrane, Young’s modulus, density, Poisson’s ratio of the membrane material, and displacement of the membrane driven by the piezoelectric actuator, respectively (32). Because the displacement of the piezoelectric actuators is linearly related to the input voltage, the displacement \( \delta \) is expressed as

\[
\delta = \delta_{\text{max}} \frac{V}{V_{\text{max}}}
\]

where \( \delta_{\text{max}} \), \( V_{\text{max}} \), and \( V \) are maximum displacement of the piezoelectric actuators, maximum applicable voltage to the piezoelectric actuators, and input voltage, respectively. The maximum velocity of the jet flow \( v \) is expressed as

\[
v = \frac{C}{At_{\text{rise}}} = \frac{\pi r_0^2 \delta}{4whf_{\text{rise}}}
\]

where \( t_{\text{rise}}, A, w, \) and \( h \) are rising time of an input voltage to a piezoelectric actuator, cross-sectional area, and width and height of the main channel, respectively. Considering that the maximum diameter of most fossil pollen types ranges between ca. 10 and 150 \( \mu \)m, the height and width of both the interest and waste channel were set to 190 \( \mu \)m. This determined the width of the main channel, which was set to 600 \( \mu \)m resulting in a volume of the sorting area of 24 nl. Given that the maximum displacement of the piezoelectric actuator (AE0505D18DF, NEC TOKIN Co. Ltd., Japan) is 19 \( \mu \)m, we chose a radius of 2 mm for the movable membrane. From Eq. 7, a maximum volume of 60 nl for the membrane pump was calculated, which is larger than the volume of the sorting area. The thickness of the membrane was set to 700 \( \mu \)m. From Eq. 8, we calculated a maximum natural frequency of 456 kHz for the membrane pump, which is considerably faster than the resonant frequency of the piezoelectric actuator of 76 kHz. Given that the minimum rising time of the piezoelectric actuator is 10 \( \mu \)s, Eq. 10 gives a maximum velocity of the jet flow of 150 m/s. Therefore, the on-chip membrane pumps generate sufficient volume and jet flow velocity at sufficiently high frequency.

**Relationship between sample size and throughput**

The channel design is mainly derived from the relationship between the size of the particles to be sorted and the actuation frequency of the membrane pump. The design steps and scaling effect are as follows. First, the height and width of the branched channels (interest and waste channels) were set to be larger than the target particle diameter. Second, the width of the main channel was set to three times the width of the branched channels to seamlessly connect the main channel with the three branched channels. Third, the width of the sorting channel was parametrically analyzed using computational fluid dynamics (CFD) to allow gaining >100-\( \mu \)m particle displacement. CFD analyses showed that the width of the sorting channel is approximately one-third of the width of the main channel. Fourth, the membrane diameter was set to be big enough to generate jet flow. When the membrane diameter increases, the frequency will decrease as described by Eq. 8. The scaling law, which applies to the current channels, is described in the following example. If target diameter is increased 10 times, then the height and width of the main channel and branched channels need to increase 10 times. Hence, the cross section of the main channel increases 100 times, which requires a 100 times higher flow rate of the main flow to keep flow velocity and throughput constant. In addition, the width of the sorting channel needs to also increase 10 times. Consequently, the
flow rate of the jet flow needs to increase 1000 times. Therefore, the membrane diameter needs to increase approximately 31.6 times, which results in a 1000 times larger jet flow volume (Eq. 7) and a 1000 times decreased membrane frequency (Eq. 8). The frequency can be improved by applying a thicker membrane as expressed by Eq. 8 and/or large displacement piezoelectric actuators, which would allow designing membranes of smaller diameter.

**Microfluidic chip construction**

On the basis of the channel designs, the microfluidic chip was constructed using microelectromechanical systems techniques (Fig. S2) (32, 33, 36). The microfluidic chip consists of glass (base layer), silicon (microchannel layer), and glass (cover layer) substrates. The main channel was formed in the silicon layer by deep reactive ion etching (DRIE). The sheath channels for vertical focusing were formed in glass layers using hydrofluoric acid (HF) etching. The construction process is briefly described as follows. Chromium, gold, and positive photoresist OFPR (OFPR-800 200 cp, Nihon Kayaku Co. Ltd., Japan) were patterned on the glass substrates of the base and cover layers as masks for HF etching. The thickness of these glass substrates is 200 μm. Microchannels for sheath flows were formed by wet etching using an acid-mixed HF solution consisting of H₂O, H₂SO₄, and HF at a concentration ratio of 57:40:3. The height and width of the channels in the base and cover layers are 200 and 600 μm, respectively. The etching masks were removed after etching. After bonding, the base layer and silicon substrate whose thickness is 200 μm, negative photoresist SU-8 (SU-8 3025, Nihon Kayaku Co. Ltd., Japan) was patterned on the silicon substrate of the microchannel layer as a mask for DRIE. The main channels were formed by DRIE. The height of the main channels is 200 μm. The width of the sheath channels formed in the microchannel layer is 600 μm. Negative photoresist NCM250 (Nikko-Materials Co. Ltd., Japan) was patterned on the rear side of the wet etched surface of the cover layer as a mask for sandblasting. The cover layer was sandblasted to form inlets and outlets. The etching mask was removed after sandblasting. In a last step, the microfluidic chip was formed by bonding the microchannel and cover layers using an anodic bonding technique.

**On-chip particle sorting system**

The “Microfluidic chip construction” section, the protocol on intelligent image-activated cell sorting (42), and the following description provide all information needed to build the sorting system used in the current study. The microfluidic chip was set on an inverted microscope using home-made jigs (Fig. S1). The piezoelectric actuators were aligned on the chip membranes using z-stages (TSD-253L, TSD-253RL, SIGMA KOKI Co. Ltd., Japan). In this study, we performed two kinds of sorting experiments: sorting of 160-μm fluorescent microbeads (35-14, Thermo Fisher Scientific Co. Ltd., USA) contained in a 100-μm microbeads suspension (4310A, Thermo Fisher Scientific Co. Ltd., USA) for initial evaluation of the proposed on-chip sorting method, and sorting of fossil pollen contained in the pretreated lake sediment samples in aqueous suspension. As target detection signals, the green fluorescent dye coat on the 160-μm microbeads and the autofluorescence of the sporopollenin contained in the fossil pollen (43) were used in each sorting process. The fluorescence of these large target particles was excited using a 488-nm diode laser (LuxX488-100, Omicron Co. Ltd., Germany). The detection point in the microfluidic chip was set to 100-μm upstream from the center of the sorting area. A 550/40-nm bandpass filter (FB550-40, Thorlabs Inc., USA) was used for the fluorescence detection in each sorting process. A 488/14-nm notch filter (NF03-488E-25, Semrock Inc., USA) was used to reduce 488-nm light reflected from the microfluidic chip. The fluorescence signal was converted to an electrical signal using a photomultiplier tube (PMT) (H10723-20, Hamamatsu Photonics Co. Ltd., Japan). The electrical signal of the PMT was sent to a detection circuit. After receiving the detection signal by comparing the PMT signal with a threshold signal, two driving signals with opposite phases were generated and amplified to drive the piezoelectric actuators. During sorting, the sorting actuation in the microfluidic chip was observed and recorded by a high-speed camera (Phantom v1611, Nobby Tech Co. Ltd., Japan).

**Preparation of microbeads suspension**

For initial evaluation of the proposed on-chip sorting method, we used a suspension of 160-μm fluorescent microbeads admixed with 100-μm nonfluorescent microbeads. A 1 M sorbitol solution was used for the main flow to visualize the flow and reduce the sedimentation velocity of the microbeads. The concentration of both microbead fractions was adjusted to approximately 10⁷ beads/ml.

**Sediment samples**

Building reliable ¹⁴C chronologies is challenging for many sedimentary archives (24). To test the ability of the new sorter to purify fossil pollen from sediments, we used two samples from different lakes. One sample (SG1) was extracted from a sediment core from Lake Suigetsu, a relatively small (4.15 km²) lake in central Japan (35°35′N, 135°53′E; 0 m above sea level), and the other one (BW1) from a sediment core from Lake Biwa, a large (670 km²) lake in central Japan (35°00′ to 35°30′N, 135°50′ to 136°15′E; 85.6 m above sea level). Both samples SG1 and BW1 date to the Last Glacial Maximum (ca. 20,000 cal years B.P.). Sample SG1 with a volume of 3.0 cm³ represents a 1-cm-thick depth interval with an age of 20,689 to 19,740 cal years B.P. (95% probability range) based on ¹⁴C dating of the sediment bulk organic fraction. BW1 with a volume of 5.0 cm³ represents a 1-cm-thick interval between two ¹⁴C-dated terrestrial leaf remains with calibrated ages of 23,209 to 22,552 and 25,018 to 24,245 cal years B.P. (95% probability ranges).

Furthermore, we selected four sediment samples (Table S2) to produce pollen concentrates using the new sorting method for AMS ¹³C dating and to evaluate the accuracy of the derived dates. We selected two samples, BW2 (5.0 cm³) and BW3 (5.0 cm³), from the same sediment core from Lake Biwa and two samples, MO1 (4.5 cm³) and MO2 (4.0 cm³), from a sediment core from Lake Mondsee (34) located in central Austria (47°49′N, 13°24′E; 481 m above sea level). To evaluate the reliability of the pollen-derived ¹⁴C dates, we compared the calibrated ¹⁴C ages of the pollen concentrates with those derived from published and unpublished chronologies that are considered robust. The dating results from Lake Biwa were evaluated against those derived from terrestrial plant leaves originating from the same depths (Table S2) as the pollen concentrates. The results from Lake Mondsee were evaluated against the core chronology (34) derived from varve counting and wiggle matching of the Lake Mondsee ostracod-derived δ¹⁸O record to the GICC05 chronology of the NGRIP δ¹⁸O record (35).

**Sediment sample pretreatment**

Pretreatment of the sediment samples for sorting included several physical and chemical steps (Fig. 4 and Table S1) commonly used to...
prepare samples for palynological analysis (44). Sorting is based on the autofluorescence properties of the exine of pollen grains, which is the outer part of the pollen wall that consists mainly of extremely robust and decay-resistant biopolymers (sporopollenins) and is preserved in different depositional contexts over long periods (44). Before sorting, the concentration of the pretreated sample suspension was adjusted to approximately 6.5 × 10^5 particles/ml of UPW.

**Evaluation of pollen sample purity**

Purity determination of pretreated and sorted fossil pollen concentrates (SG1 and BW1) is based on counting pollen (complete and fragmented grains) and nonpollen particles using a light microscope at ×400 magnification. For each sample, >1000 particles were counted. The samples also contained a small number of spores that are included in the pollen counts. Because the size range of most particles was wide (ca. 10 to 200 μm) and the proportion of small particles (<30 μm) in the nonpollen fractions was comparatively large, we divided both pollen and nonpollen particle fractions into four size categories (particle area in square micrometers) to obtain a rough estimate for the distribution of volume (i.e., mass), which is a more suitable purity parameter in terms of 14C dating. The size categories are expressed as particle diameters (10 to 30, 30 to 60, 60 to 85, and 85 to 120 μm) and are based on the particle diameter range of the most common particles in the samples. Areas (as appearing in the 2D light microscope view) of particles in each category were calculated using the midranges (400, 1900, 4400, and 9300 μm^2) of the area ranges (80 to 700, 700 to 3000, 3000 to 5700 and 5700 to 11000 μm^2) of each (diameter) category.

**14C dating**

All existing and newly derived 14C dates were calibrated to calendar years before the present using OxCal v4.4. (https://c14.arch.ox.ac.uk/oxcal.html) and the IntCal20 curve (45). Before 14C dating of the sorting-derived pollen concentrates, no additional chemical preparation was required. Concentrates were directly combusted, graphitized, and AMS-dated (46).

**SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS**

Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/7/16/eabe7327/DC1
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